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Abstract
The seminar centered around problems which arise in the context of ma-
chine learning in dynamic environments. Particular emphasis was put on a
couple of specific questions in this context: how to represent and abstract
knowledge appropriately to shape the problem of learning in a partially un-
known and complex environment and how to combine statistical inference
and abstract symbolic representations; how to infer from few data and how
to deal with non i.i.d. data, model revision and life-long learning; how to
come up with efficient strategies to control realistic environments for which
exploration is costly, the dimensionality is high and data are sparse; how to
deal with very large settings; and how to apply these models in challenging
application areas such as robotics, computer vision, or the web.
1 Goals of the seminar
Machine learning techniques such as neural networks and statistical counterparts
constitute particularly successful tools with numerous applications ranging from
industrial tasks up to the investigation and simulation of biological systems. Unlike
their biological paragon, however, they are often restricted to very narrow settings
such as dedicated classification and regression tasks and simple data structures
such as real vectors, neglecting the rich repertoire of biological networks in com-
plex dynamic behavior, hierarchical organization, and implicit evolution of struc-
tures. In particular, classical learning models such as neural networks, decision
trees, or vector quantizers are often restricted to purely feedforward settings and
simple vectorial data instead of dynamic environments which include rich struc-
ture. Further, the learning scenario which is usually considered in technological
settings is by far too restricted not only concerning recurrence, but concerning
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the integration and emergence of structure, cooperation, and autonomous behav-
ior. Although promising approaches can be found in the literature, we are lacking
general learning paradigms for complex dynamical systems which go beyond the
standard comparably narrow setting as usually formalized and successfully tackled
in classical learning theory. The goal of the proposed seminar was to further the
understanding of complex dynamic learning scenarios and to bridge the gap from
powerful biological systems towards learning in technical applications by bringing
together researchers in the fields of autonomous learning, structure learning, and
biological or psychological investigations of dynamical behavior, structure forma-
tion and structure perception.
Within the seminar, a number of dedicated techniques such as echo state networks,
evolutionary learning, deep learner, or techniques from statistical relational learn-
ing have been discussed as well as diverse learning paradigms which help to bridge
the gap towards more realistic settings in autonomous learning. Further, a few
dedicated problem areas which are closely connected to the rather fundamental
issue of autonomous learning and which focus the problem complex towards rel-
evant aspects which can be fruitfully discussed and addressed within the limited
time span of a Dagstuhl seminar have been considered:
• How can structures be dealt with in autonomous environments and how does
structure emerge to shape complex environments accordingly? This question
concerns topics related to neural-symbolic integration, statistical relational
learning, the automatic formation of hierarchies, and similar.
• How can we dal with statistically sparse settings and high dimensionality,
how can we deal with non i.i.d. settings? This question concerns topics such
as inference from very few samples, online algorithms for large data sets,
dimensionality reduction in complex environments, etc.?
• How can we develop control strategies in complex environments, what are
possible strategies capable of dealing with only limited reinforcement signals,
ill-posed domains, or partially underspecified settings?
Important application areas of these challenges concern diverse topics such as
robotics, computer vision, or the semantic web, as discussed in the seminar.
2 Structure
26 experts from 6 different countries joined the seminar, including a mixture of
established scientists and promising young researchers working in the field. Ac-
cording to the topic, the main subjects of the researchers covered heterogeneous
fields including computational neuroscience, pattern recognition / neuroinformat-
ics, reinformcement learning, and logic / relational learning. In spite of the diverse
backgrounds, the participants shared a common strong interest in the application
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of machine learning system to complex environments. This setup allowed us to
discuss salient issues in a way that integrated perspectives from several scientific
disciplines, thereby providing valuable new insights and research contacts for the
participants. Correspondingly, a wide range of topics was covered during discus-
sions and brainstorming in the seminar.
During the week, 19 talks were presented which addressed different aspects of
RNNs and which covered the following topics:
• dedicated techniques such as reservoir computing, deep learning, sampling
based inverse kinematics, or statistical sampling in ill-posed domains,
• recent developments in reinforcement learning,
• the connection of statistical and relational learners, including issues such as
inference of recursive functions, statistical relational learning,
• applications in the semantic web, robotics, or computer vision, or dimension-
ality reduction.
The talks were supplemented by vivid discussions based on the presented topics
and beyond as well as a social event consisting of the dynamic sensoric exploration
of high quality white wine at the famous local wine cellar Zillikon.
3 Results
A variety of open problems and challenges came up during the week. The follow-
ing topics were identified as central issues in the context of learning in dynamic
environments:
• Information representation and structure formation: how can we
integrate high-level information representation into complex statistical infer-
ence? How can we come up with a problem adapted high level representation
of the relevant information?
• Learning paradigms in ver large or ill-posed domains: How can we
shape large systems automatically such that feasible subgoals are identified
and learning becomes possible in complex domains? How can we reduce
dimensionality accordingly and how can we deal with very large or streaming
data?
• Characteristics of dynamic environments: What are essential prop-
erties of dynamic environments learning modules have to deal with? One
characteristics are non i.i.d. data. However, we have to distinguish between
models which involve temporal dependencies (such as recurrent networks)
and truly dynamic environments, the latter constituting a quite large chal-
lenge to learning systems.
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Overall, the presentations and discussions revealed that the topic of learning in
dynamic environments constitutes a highly diverse and evolving field which opens
interesting perspectives to machine learning.
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